Initial contact was made on the below date and a proposal was sent.

After 7 days with no response I followed up with the below enquiry which I thought was reasonable.

Howard obviously also thought so and responded on the same day with the following affirmation:

To which I replied with:

Howard then advised:

A pro forma invoice was then issued forgoing our standard (retail model) immediate payment terms
for:

As per the previous email, I then (as arranged) followed up for payment on the 6th April.

Howard promptly responded with:

To which I replied:

After no response and no payment after two weeks I sent the polite nudge for which no
acknowledgement or response was received.

We deal with Rope Access companies of all sizes, working in all industry sectors at an international level and
while it is common practice for me to call a company and speak with their Accounts Payable
department/personnel, when I did make a call hoping to have achieve a resolution, my notes show
“25/04/17 - Tried to call, no answer on either line.” this was then referred back to our admin team.
With a nudge from our accountant Terri our Administrator took up the baton with a polite and
reasonable approach:

Professional courtesy would normally dictate at least an acknowledgement of the above email, yet
again no communication from Howard was received.
After leaving the situation for a reasonable period to honour the pro forma, on the 22nd June 80
days into the agreed payment period, I called Howard seeking closure. Howard immediately took a
defensive attitude and began accusing Rigg Access of the content in the following public Social
Media post. When questioned about his unwarranted behaviour, Howard abruptly ended the call
without providing the opportunity for response or further discussion.

The above thread of communications is verbatim, complete and in chronological order. If you wish to judge
our integrity then we invite you to do so based on the facts of the situation. If you find the above
communications “bullying” or “sneaky” or in any way anything other than a straight forward and an open
means of conducting business, then we are probably not for you.
While we would not usually take the time to respond to spite filled, petty tittle tattle, on this occasion we felt
a reaction to the false allegations indirectly aimed at Rigg Access required a response.

Martin Smith
Director
Rigg Access Ltd

